Exposed & Concealed
Shower valve

Handles & Concealing Plate may vary, depending on model chosen.

Traditional & Minimalist showers

INSTALLATION GUIDE
IMPORTANT—Please read
Please read these instructions carefully before starting installation and keep for future reference.

Operating Specifications
Hot water supply temperature
Maximum: 85 °C
Minimum: 10 °C higher than the maximum required mixed temperature (recommended 65 °C)

Operating Pressures:
Maximum operating pressure 5 bar
Minimum operating pressure 0.5 bar

WARNING
Before installing the new mixer it is essential that you thoroughly flush through the supply in order to remove any remaining swarf, solder or other impurities. Failure to carry out this simple procedure could cause problems or damage to the working of the mixer. This hints have been prepared for your guidance, you must exercise due care all the times. We do not accept responsibility for any problems that may occur through incorrect installation.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Dimensions in mm

[Diagram of the mixer with dimensions marked]

Breakdown of parts

INSTALLATION

Remember to turn off the mains water supply before connecting to any existing pipe work.

Warning! Please check for any hidden pipes and cables before drilling holes in the wall.

Preparation:
Prepare the supply pipes (hot on the left and cold on the right) at the required height with a width of 150mm centres, making the ends of the pipes 15mm out from the face of the wall.

Remove the nuts and olives and place the valve over pipes, mark the position of the back plate and remove. Remove the back plate from the valve by loosening the grub screw underneath, position of the 4 holes. Drill the 4x6mm holes to a depth of 40mm and insert the wallplugs. Fix the back plate to the wall with the supplied screws and valves.

Slide the cover plates on to the nuts and position on to each pipe with the cover plate against the wall. Slide an olive onto each pipe, push the valve over each pipe and into the back plate, tighten the 2 nuts on to the hot and cold inlet, and then the grub screw underneath the valve. Finally connect the valve and the riser.

OUTLET CHANGE
Changing bottom outlet to a top outlet.
The valve is received with the outlet at the bottom for hose connection. If you require an outlet at the top, as shown in the figure here below, you will need to change the outlet position.
To do this follow the steps below.
1. Unscrew bottom outlet from the valve using a spanner.
2. Unscrew the top outlet plug from the valve using a spanner.
3. Fit plug into the hole at the bottom of the valve and tighten.
4. Insert the outlet into the top of the valve and tighten.
5. Fit riser pipe and check for leaking.

IMPORTANT
DO NOT SIMPLY TURN THE VALVE OVER TO CHANGE THE OUTLET POSITION.